
TECHNICAL DATA SHEET
Packaging Code
2 x 4 L (2 x 1.05 US gal) 1134278001

Description:
CLEAR STUFF is a Cleaner, Polish and Surface Preservative for stainless steel, aluminium & galvanized
steel. It provides a brilliant shine while protecting the surface. CLEAR STUFF’s triple action lubricates,
provides a durable protection against rust and also helps prevent oxidation. CLEAR STUFF makes
your surface shine again in only one application.

Use Directions:
Use full strength: READY-TO-USE PRODUCT.
1. Fill CLEAR STUFF sprayer bottle with product concentrate up to fill line. 2. Re-install trigger sprayer.
3. Adjust sprayer nozzle and use as required. 4. Spray on a smooth cloth or spray lightly on the
surface. 5. Wipe and polish with a clean and smooth cloth.

PRODUCT CERTIFIED

Precautions for food plants:
Prior to re-use food equipment or food contact surfaces, product must be effectively washed or
otherwise removed from them. Avoid contamination of food during use. Do not store in food
processing or food storage area.

Technical Specifications:
Appearance Clear liquid
Colour Colourless
Odour Odourless
Specific Gravity 0.828 – 0.860
pH Non applicable
Boiling point 287,78°C (550°F)
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Security:
HEALTH 0
FLAMMABILITY 1
REACTIVITY 0
PERSONAL PROTECTION X
X = See SDS
0 = Insignificant
1 = Slight
2 = Moderate
3 = High
4 = Extreme

Note:
The data presented herein is based
on experiments and information
believed reliable. However, we can
make no guarantee on performance
of, or results obtained through the
use of the product herein described
owing to varying conditions in
laboratories and plants over which
we have no control. Neither can any
guarantee be given that the products
or uses outlined will not infringe any
existing patents.


